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1. We are concerned with real finite functions f(x) defined on a closed

interval axb. E.F. Beekenbaeh1) has given a generalization of the notion

of a convex function as follows.

Let F(x;a,B be a two-parameter family of real finite functions defimd

on a xb and satisfyi the follwi eontiom"

( 1 ) each F(x; a, B) is a continuous function of x;
( 2 ) there is a unique memr of the family which, at arbitra- x,

satisfying ax<xb, es on arbitrary vMues y, y.
The memrs of the family F(x; a, B) are denot simply by F(x), in-

viduM memrs bei stished by bseripts. In particar, F,:(x) de-

notes the member satisfyi (x):f(x,), F(x:f(x), (ax<xb).
We call a fltgction f(z) to be convex in Beckegbach’s sev if

leo" all z,, z, z wih

Now le he family F(z; a, B) satisfy he followi,m condition (3) in ad-

tion to (1) and (2)"
( 3 ) let F(z), F(x) be the memrs of the family passi through ar-

bitrary ints (x, y.), (x, ye); (x, y;), (x, y) respectively, then, the

member F(x)(a>0) which passes through (x, aye), (x, y) is not Iess

than F(x) for ax<x<xb, and tim member pasing throth (x, y. +y),
(xe, y+y) is not less than F(x)+F(x) for ax<x<xb.

Dflnitio.n. A function f(x) ,is called a gene’alized convex fu,ction if
the family F(x; a, ) satisfies the codition (1), (2), aged (3), and

Fe(x) far all x,, x, x, with ax,<x<x.b.
For instance, (a) when F(x;a, )a.v+, then F(x;a, B) satisfies the

conHtions (1), (2), and (3) and thereforc the convex function in the usual sense

is a generalized convex function, (b) when F(x; a, B)a sin px + B cospx where

is a constant and b--a< --, then F(x; ez, B) satisfies (1), (2), anal (3) and

1) E. F. Beekenbach; Generalized convex functions, Bull. Amer. Math. See. Vol. 43

(1937), 363-371.
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there[ore the LindelSf-Phragmn’s function-) h(x) is a generalized c)nvex func-

tion.

The purpose of the present paper is to show that the set of all generalized

convex functions is a semi-vector lattice") and the set of all convex hmctions in

Beckenbach’s sense is not always a semi-vector lattice.

2. It was shown by E. F: Beckenbach4) that the family F(x;a,/) satis-

fying the conditions (1), (2)and the convex fuactiol in Beckenbach’s sense

have several properties analogous to those of the family F(x;a, B)ax/ and

the cow,vex functions in the usual sense. These properties will be used to es-

tablish the following theorem.

Theo’e 1. The set of all gene’alized convex.functions is a semi-vector:

atti:’e.

P’oof. Let F denote the set of all generalized convex hmctions and let

f(z)e F, g(x)e F. Then there exist two members F(x), F:(x) of the

family F(x;a,/9) such that

f(x)-<F,o.(x),
for all x, .T, x, with

Then we have

f(z) +g(.)F,o.(x) +()
for all x, x, x, with

On the other hand, i follows from (3) that there is a unique member

of the family F(x;a, 1) such that (x)-t-2(x)<__l(x) for all x, x.,.,
with a. <x <x<xb and F(x) f(x,) / g(x,), F:(x.,.) f(x) /g(x).
Therefore f(x) /g(x) e F.

From (3), it is easy to see that f(x)e F for

Conequently, the set F is a semi-linear space.

In order to prove that the set / forms a lattice, it is sufficient to show

that an arbitrary bounded subset E of elements of the set F has the supremum

U(z)----..,..b. f(.).

Let P(x, y), P,,.(x, y) be arbitrary two points on the curve y--U(x) such

that x<x, and let Po(zo, yo) be any point on the arc of y-U(x) between the

points/’1, P..
We need only consider the following two cases, on account of being able to prove

2) m; -0 (.z), 20 .
3) G. Birkhoff; Lattice Theory, P. 107, there it is shown that the set of all convex

unctions in the usual sense forms a semi-vector lattice.

4) E. F. Beckenbach; loe. cir.
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.similarly in the other cases.

Ca.,:e 1. All the points Po P, Pc lie on the curves of elements of E. Let

P(.v y) be the int of intcction of an element of E psig through the

int Po th the line x--x:. Then yy.
Therefore we have

(x) F0(.) for all x with xox,")

where ,(x), F(x) donote the memm of the’tamily F(x;a, ) whichp

throth the ins Po, P;P,,, P restively.

On the other hand, since Fo(x,]<y,) an(l ,(x)=Fo(x], we have

F2(x)< F(x) for all x with

where ,(x) denot. the memr of the family F(x;a, ) passi throh the

ints P P
Therefore we have

F[,:(x)< F:(a:) for all x vithx.
Consuently we get

v(zo) (0)< F,(x,,).
Sice P., is an arbitrary int on the arc of y=U(x) betwn the lint.s P, I,
we have

U(x)<F(x) for all .c with

Hence we have U(x)e F.
Case 2. ]toth of the lints P, l [o ot lie on the curves of elements of

Let {,], [,,} monotone increasing sequeuces of po of interse-tion of

the lines x:x, x=x with elements of E rcslctively such that I,I’,

Then we have

where F,,(x) deno the memrs of F(x; a, ) psi throh the tints
P,,, t5.
Therefore, i viue of the monone increase of P,], P:,,], and by the

armment s in Case 1, we have

U(x)< F(x) for all x with xz.
Therefore in this care e have U(x)e .

From tim prfs of the alive two ces ml fle fact-thg F is a semi-linear

space, we get the threm.

Concerning the con,lition (3), we h.ve tlm followi rem.

5), 6) 7) E. F. Beckenbach; loc. cit.
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Tletn’em 2. The set of all c,)vex flctions ,in Beclcenbach,’s sense .is not

atys a svi-.vecto" lattice.

P,roof. For the proof, we consider an example which is not a semi-vector

lattice.

Let F(x;a, B)---- "-x2 +ax+B defined on the closed interval --l <__xl, then

it is easy to see that the family F(x;a, B) satisfies (1), (2), but does not satisfy

(3).
It is evident that the member F(.v) of the family F(x;a, ]) asing through

the poin P(--1, 0), P,(1, 0) is -x + 1 and F,e(x) is itself a convex func-

tion in Beekenbach’s sense.

Since F..(x) where l>l is greater than Fr,_(x) which is the member of the

family F(x;a,/) passing through P., P._,, so that aFr,_(x) is not a convex func-

tion in Beekendach’s sense.

Therefore the set of all convex functions in Bekenbaeh’s aense corresponding to

t(x a, B)’--- + ax +B is not a semi-linear space.

Thts the proof of the heorem is completed.

Rema’k. From the proof of Theorem 1, we see that the set of all convex

run,ions-in Beekenbaeh’s sense is a conditionally complete lttioe.


